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concentric dynamic layers (dynamic layers that can be independently controlled, such as a string for a viola, for example, and a second layer to make it
sound like the string is angled or bowed, for example, but at a different pitch). a two-tier articulation system that allows for a great deal of expressive

controls. the first tier can be applied to the sound directly, while the second tier is a series of layers that can be applied to the sound, or a combination of the
two. the layers can be independently controlled and can be applied in unison for expressive, layered articulation. that said, the size of the final package is far
larger than i expected from the prior download, which looked disappointingly small in comparison (albeit with a good amount of detail). even on my ultra-slow

internet connection, it took just over six minutes to download, and i'm on one of the least strained modem/broadband connections in the world. in my last
post, i described cs1 as being 'heavy' and'slow' in an effort to bemoan its weight, but in fact the result is quite light, with a decent amount of detail. while still

lacking in articulation, the samples are in some ways more expressive than those in some of the other libraries i've tried recently. as with the original, the
libraries' tag-lines represent the vision and values of the organisers. the cs1 tags read 'sound of video games', and while this library is certainly that, there's

more. i've heard artists mention that cs 2.0 is more 'natural' and 'organic', and it certainly sounds that way compared to the cleanly stylised, cleanly
sounding, near-unisonally clear sounds of the lps. they're warm, and velvety, and textured with many different aspects like a wine cellar. it's well worth

having a listen, if only to hear what 'natural' really sounds like. i've used lps in the past as reference for some time, but this is the first library that has actually
sounded natural to me. it may well be that the resources available within kontakt player have been stretched by this growth. this is certainly not true of the

rest of the ni family of players, so i'll be looking to test it further.
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fortunately, thanks to the
introduction of muting effects in

cs2.0, this isn't an
insurmountable issue. the

muting tools on offer are simple
and intuitive, with functions
commonly used in kontakt's

standard arpeggiator enhanced
for the web browser. there's no

lack of colour either, with sets of
instruments cleverly arranged

across the tabs to colour-
coordinate various tasks. in all,

cinematic strings is a very
beautiful and extremely well
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thought out interface, and users
who truly know their instruments

should have little problem
finding their favourites amongst
the comprehensive selection of
patches. whether new users are
lured by this library's appealing
interface, or existing users are

tempted by the sizeable,
dramatic scope of the update,

cinematic strings is undoubtedly
a huge step in the right direction

for the kontakt player as it is
developing as a samplingtool.

the new reverb was also a
bespoke design, employing my

holy grail mic technique of
parallel overdrive ('syn-clipping')
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of multiple lines through a
spleen and bus resistors. the
model was then duplicated
through kontakt's real-time

module, and the result sounds
wonderfully authentic. aglassy

touch of reverb with so much air
in your mix is very rare. of

course, as with all high quality
instruments, this version of cs

does need a bit of the lofi magic
for really scrappy offstage

entries and a helping of acoustic
finess to offset the 'gated'
modern noise reduction

treatments. if you want to use
the kit as a one-man band, and

therefore got the original
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download discount, $199 is still a
bargain if you own the pcm

version, not just the shift album.
hopefully the new owners will
continue to work on further

improvement and development,
as well as release additional

sample sets. personally, i can't
wait to see what they come up

with next. 5ec8ef588b
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